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Breaking: DNC to “Fact Check” Private Text Messages

(Big League Politics) – On Monday the left-wing news website Politico reported on various efforts of the White
House to combat “vaccine fear mongers,” stating that “the Biden administration is casting conservative
opponents of its Covid-19 vaccine campaign as dangerous and extreme, adopting a more aggressive political
posture in an attempt to maneuver through the public health conundrum.”

Figures in the federal government also pushed back on the idea that officials plan to go “door-to-door” to
further encourage vaccination, with Dr. Anthony Fauci claiming it to be false but then essentially confirming it
a moment later.

“The big misinterpretation that Fox News or whomever else is saying is that they are essentially envisioning
a bunch of federal workers knocking on your door, telling you you’ve got to do something that you don’t want
to do,” Anthony Fauci, President Biden’s chief medical adviser, said in an interview on Sunday. “That’s
absolutely not the case, it’s trusted messengers who are part of the community doing that — not
government officials. So that’s where I think the disconnect is.”

In an effort to apparently counter the so-called “vaccine fear mongers,” Politico reported that the Biden allied
groups plan on spying on the text messages of the American people and then adding a “fact-check”
whenever the government does not agree with what is being said.

“Biden allied groups, including the Democratic National Committee, are also planning to engage fact-
checkers more aggressively and work with SMS carriers to dispel misinformation about vaccines that is sent
over social media and text messages. The goal is to ensure that people who may have difficulty getting a
vaccination because of issues like transportation see those barriers lessened or removed entirely.”

The move has already outraged Americans, including some in Congress, with Kentucky Representative
Thomas Massie posting on Twitter “Please tell me this is a typo” before quoting the aftermentioned piece by
Politico.

Corrupt influences of cartel-style operations between government and large corporations in regards to
communications have occurred prior, with recent famous examples including Facebook blocking a New York
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Post story on BLM founder’s mansions & Twitter + Facebook censoring the Post over Hunter Biden’s laptop
exposé.
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